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Application Basics
The following list of topics relate to basic application functions such as navigation,
colours, screen elements and application layout. Click a link below to view
information about that function.
Application Basics
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Scroll Bars

Fonts

Drag & Drop Functionality

Menu Bar Configuration

Colour Coding

Toolbar Panels

Import/Export Information

Custom Keys

Print

Workspace Configuration

Screen Saver

Work in Multi Document Interface Mode

System Messages

Work in No Frames Layouts

Open Commands

Set Default Location

Log Out

Save and Restore the Workspace Layout

Change your Password
Broadcast
Market Match
Right-click Functions
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Application Basics

Methods of Navigation
For more information on Application Basic functions see Application Basics.
There are four methods for navigating the application:


The menus located on the menu bar across the top of the application.



Right-click within a command displaying security-based information. This
displays a pop-up menu of the related functions.



Drag and drop codes from one command to another.



In Frames display mode, click on the corner drop-down arrow
in the top
right-hand corner of any frame. A drop-down menu of commands displays.
Selecting a command from this menu will result in that command being
loaded into the frame.

Scroll Bars
If a window is not large enough to display all of the information available for a
particular view scroll bars will automatically display.
Click the arrows at the ends of the scroll bars to scroll in the direction of the
arrow.



See Also

Drag and Drop Functionality
For more information on Application Basic functions, see Application Basics.
A fast and efficient way of accessing information on a security is to drag the code
from one command to another. When the code is dropped into the new command,
the command automatically updates to display relevant information.
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Methods of Navigation

Multiple codes can only be dragged into commands that can display information for
multiple security codes simultaneously. You can drag codes from:


the Navigator to the Portfolio command.



the Navigator to the Quote command.



the Quote command to the Portfolio command.

Drag a single code from one window to another
Click a code and drag it into a different command, then release the mouse
button. The command displays information for the selected code.



Things to note when dragging codes from one command to another:


With the exception of the Alerts command, you can only drag codes into
commands that have a Code box.



Codes can be dropped anywhere inside the destination window, except for
the Security Info command, where codes must be dropped into the Code
box.

Drag multiple codes from one window to another
1. Open the destination command, and the source command displaying multiple
security codes.
2. Press the Ctrl key and click all the codes that you want to select. The codes
highlight. (To deselect a code press Ctrl and click it a second time.)
3. Click one of the highlighted codes, drag the mouse into the destination
command and then release the mouse button. All of the selected codes are
loaded into the destination command.

Colour Coding
For more information on Application Basic functions, see Application Basics.
Security information is colour coded in most commands to provide a quick visual
indication of the trading status of the displayed securities.
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Colour Coding

Note: The colours described below are the default colours for the application. However
this setting can be configured by the broker.

The most recently traded security is indicated by a box around the row. In the
example below, WFT was the last traded security.
Pricing values are coloured green if they are higher than the previous value, or red if
they are lower than the previous value. If they are the same as the previous value
they display in the default colour.
Movement indicators are coloured green if they are positive values or red if they are
negative values.

Import/Export Information
For more information on Application Basic functions, see Application Basics.

Import Codes
It is possible to import a list of codes into the Quote command. This provides a quick
and easy way to create watchlists. The medium for importing codes is the Windows
clipboard, so it is possible to copy the codes from any Windows-based application,
e.g. MS Word, MS Excel, Notepad.
Import codes
1. The list of codes in the originating software package must be listed one under
the other.
2. In the originating software package highlight/select the list of codes.
3. Click Edit.
4. Click Copy.
5. Open the Quote command.
6. Click Quote.
7. Click Import.
8. If required, save the watchlist.

Export Information
Export information by doing one of the following:
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Import/Export Information

From the Quote command
The entire quote section can be copied to the Windows clipboard and then may be
pasted into any Windows application. A cell based application such as Microsoft Excel
will provide the best results.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Display the watchlist that is to be exported to the clipboard.
Click Quote.
Click Export.
Open the application the data is to be pasted into.
Click Edit.
Click Paste.

From a price command (e.g. depth, course of sales)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click in the results section of the command.
Press Ctrl+C
Go to the required Windows application.
Press Ctrl+V.

From the Portfolio command
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right-click anywhere in the command.
Click Copy.
Go to the required Windows application.
Press Ctrl+V.

Print
For more information on Application Basic functions, see Application Basics.
It is currently only possible to print when using a frames layout. It is not possible to
print in No Frames mode.

Print charts
1. Create a chart.
2. Print the chart by doing one of the following:
3. Right-click the chart and choose Edit Chart > Print.
4. Click Options

, then select Print from the pop-up menu.

Print other information
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Print

1. Export the data you want to print from another Windows-based
application.
2. Use the print functionality within that application.

The Screen Saver
If you have not used the application for a certain amount of time, a screen saver
displays over commands which display live data. The time period before this occurs
is set by the site administrator.
The screen saver disappears and the live prices redisplay when you move the cursor
over the blocked areas, or use the keyboard when the application is the active
window.
See Also

System Messages
For more information on basic application functions, see Application Basics.
The Messages dialog box displays the following types of messages.
System Messages
System messages are generated by the application and indicate the status of the
application, e.g. Logged on, Logged off, Attempting login.
Alert Messages
Alert messages are generated when user-generated price or news alerts are
triggered. When alerts are triggered, the Messages dialog box opens automatically
and displays the alert messages.
Trading Messages
The Messages dialog box also displays messages relating to trading activity, such
as details of trades initiated by custom trade keys or error messages associated with
trade market actions that have failed.
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The Screen Saver

Note: Messages are retained in the Messages dialog box for the duration of the
current session and are cleared out when the application is closed.

Open the Messages Dialog Box
1. Double-click the Application Status box located on the application menu bar to
the right of the Help item.
2. Select the tab for the messages that are to be displayed, e.g. System, Alerts
or Trading.

Open Commands
The methods for opening commands varies depending on the layout mode you have
displayed. This topic describes the methods for each layout mode.
For more information on Application Basic functions, see Application Basics.

Command Error Message
The following error message displays when opening a command if the maximum
number of screens are already open for the command.
Maximum number of [Command] screens are already open [No.]. Please
close an existing [Command] screen.
To resolve the problem, click OK, then close one or more of the command's open
screens.

All layout modes
In all layout modes, you can open commands using:


the menu bar



right-click menus.

MDI Mode
Open a command
Use the menu bar to navigate to, and then select the command.
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Open Commands

No Frames layout
Open a command
1. Display the application menu bar window.
2. Navigate the menu path to the command.

Set Frames layout
In the Set Frames layouts you can open commands in:


a frame



a new window.

Commands opened in a new window open over the top of the original frame layout.
Open a command using the menu bar
1. On the menu bar, select the menu in which the command resides.
2. Hover the cursor over the command name to display destinations for the command.
3. Select a destination.

Open a command from a frame
Click the drop-down arrow
in the top right-hand corner of the frame. A dropdown menu of commands displays. Selecting a command from this menu will result
in that command being loaded into the frame.



See Also
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Open Commands

Log Out
You should always log out of the application to ensure your login name is correctly
cleared from the server. If your login is not correctly cleared, you may not be able to
login to the application next time.
1. Click User in the application menu bar.
2. Click LogOff. A confirmation message displays.
3. Click OK to log out of the application.
See Also

Change Your Password
You can change your password at any time.
1. Choose User > Change Password. The Change Password dialog box
opens.
2. In the Current Password box, type your current password.
3. In the New Password box, type your new password.
4. In the New Password Confirm box, type your new password again.
5. Click OK.
See Also

Broadcast
For more information on Application Basic functions, see Application Basics.
The Broadcast command displays data for a selected code in all open commands
that accept a single security code as input criteria. For example, you can broadcast a
security code from a Quote into an open chart, Depth and Security Information
commands simultaneously.
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Log Out

The Broadcast command can also be displayed in the application menu bar.
Bar Configuration

Menu

Display data for the same code in all open commands
1. Display data for the same code in all open commands by doing one of the
following:
From the application menu bar
1. Display the Broadcast command on the application menu bar.
2. In the Broadcast box, type a code that you want to display in all commands.
3. Do one of the following:


Press Enter.



Click

.

From a command
1. In a command that displays a list of security codes, (e.g. Quote), right-click
the security code that you want to view in the other open commands.
2. Select Broadcast.
Tip: You can assign a custom key for the Broadcast command.
The code displays in all open commands that accept a security code as input criteria.

Market Match
A match price is calculated for securities when there is a cross-over between the bid
and ask prices and trading has been halted or the market is closed. The match price
is a weighted average price representative of all the overlapping bids and asks in the
market for a security and is the price at which all those overlapping bids and asks
will trade when trading is next resumed.
The match price is typically calculated in the following situations.
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Market Match



When the market is not actively trading, i.e. outside the normal market trading hours
of 10 am to 4:05 pm (Eastern Standard Time).



Between 4 pm when the market closes and 4:05 pm when the closing market match
is executed.



When a security is suspended from trading pending an announcement.

A mismatch in the order volumes of bids and offers included in the market match will
result in surplus volume.
The match price and surplus volume display in the top section of the Depth
command immediately to the right of the Depth and Detail icons, as shown below.
When no match price is available this area is blank. These columns also display in
the Quote/Watchlist command.

See Also
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Market Match

Right-click Functions
Clicking on the right mouse button produces a pop-up menu of related functions.
The commands on the menu comprise a combination of mandatory functions for the
selected command or code.
Command

Description

Quote

Live price quotes.

Depth

Depth of market.

Course of
Sales

Trades database. Trades stored for 60 working days.

Sec Info

Dividends, adjustments and company information by security.

Chart

Chart function.

Reports

View company reports for all equity exchanges supported by the
application.

Trade Analysis

A stock trade analysis.

Options
Valuation

Option valuation modelling.

Broadcast

Displays data for a selected security in all of the open commands
that are applicable to that security.

Create Buy
Order

Create a buy order by direct data entry.

Create Sell
Order

Create a sell order by direct data entry.

Create
Contingent
Order

Create an automatic generation of market orders when specified
market conditions are met.

Column Formatting
Many commands display columns of information. The default arrangement of
columns is not always the most appropriate for a user and often does not include all
the columns of information available for viewing. The following instructions detail the
process of changing the column arrangement.

Rearrange the rows in a watchlist
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Right-click Functions

Click the selected the row and drag it up or down to the required position.



Note: Clicking on the code will not work for this task. Click anywhere else in
the row when rearranging rows.

Rearrange the order of the columns displayed
Click the heading of a column then drag and drop the column heading to a new
location.



Hide columns
Right-click the heading then click Hide "column name", e.g. Hide "Open" or Hide
"Last".



Show hidden columns
1. Right-click the column heading to the right of where you want to position the
column.
2. Click Show "column name". e.g. Show "Open" or Show "Last".

The hidden column is displayed to the left of the column you right-clicked on.

Sort by a column
A column may be sorted into ascending or descending order.


The first time you click on a heading it will sort into descending order by that
column. An arrow pointing down displays in the column header.



A second click on the same heading will sort into ascending order by that column. An
arrow pointing up displays in the column header.

Reset column order to the default arrangement
1. Right-click one of the column headings.
2. Click Reset.
Note: Column formats are automatically saved as changes are made.

See Also
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Fonts

Fonts
The default font in which information displays is Sans Serif size 9. If you have a
different font and/or size that you would prefer it is possible to change this.
1. Choose User > Configure Font. The Font Chooser dialog box opens.

2. In the Font Name list, select the font you want to use.
Tip: If the font you want is not listed, click More Fonts to populate
the Name list with the full list of fonts.
3. Use the Font Size scroll bar to set the font size. As you scroll, the Font Size
number changes and the sample text increases or decreases accordingly.
4. Click OK.

See Also

Menu Bar Configuration
The application menu bar is capable of displaying the following components:
Menu bar
Application Status box
Network Status graph
Trade Ticker, Quote Ticker, News Ticker
Market Status Information (ASX only)
Broadcast command
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Fonts

Messages box



Messages box
The Messages box displays when a message is being disseminated by your service
provider. It cannot be added or removed manually. This box also displays if your
access to data is delayed.

Adjust the space occupied by an item
1. Click the Separator bar to the right of the item.
2. Drag it across the application menu bar to shrink or expand the item.

Minimise the space occupied by an item
1. Right-click the Separator bar to the right of the item that is to be resized.
2. Click Minimise.

Arrange the items in the best possible proportions across the
application menu bar
Right-click a Separator bar, then select Auto Fit.



Space the items evenly across the application menu bar
Right-click a Separator bar, then select Space Evenly.



Display the Menu, Information panel, Network Statistics graph or
Broadcast command
Right-click a Separator bar, then select Show "[item name]", e.g. Show
"Broadcast".



Remove the Menus, Information panel, Network Statistics graph
or Broadcast command
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Menu Bar Configuration

1. Right-click the Separator bar to the right of the item that is to be hidden.
2. Click Hide "[item name]", e.g. Hide "Menu".

Add a Ticker or Market Status item to the application menu bar
Right-click a Separator bar, then select Add "Market Status" or Add "[ticker
name]".



Remove a Ticker or Market Status item from the application menu
bar
Right-click a Separator bar, then select Close "Market Status" or Close "[ticker
name]".



Reset the application menu bar to the system default
Right-click a Separator bar, then select Reset.



See Also

Toolbar Panels
The application menu bar can display a range of information including tickers,
market status details and menus. Because of the limited space on the menu bar, it is
not always possible to fit all the required items onto it. To overcome this problem, a
frame or application window can be converted into a toolbar panel. In the same way
that multiple items can be displayed on the menu bar, a combination of these items
can be displayed in a toolbar panel.

Open a toolbar panel
Choose User > Toolbar Panel. A blank toolbar panel displays. It is divided by a
horizontal line.



Load an item into a toolbar panel
1. Right-click the panel where the item is to be loaded. A pop-up menu displays.
2. Select Add "[Item]", e.g. Add "Quote Ticker".

Configure an item on the toolbar panel
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Toolbar Panels

Right-click the item to be configured. The pop-up menu contains items relevant to
the selected item.



Remove an item from the toolbar panel
1. Right-click the item that you want to remove.
2. Select Close.

Add another row to the toolbar panel
1. Right-click the horizontal row separating two rows.
2. Select Split Above or Split Below to determine which row is to be divided into
two.
Note: To assist in maximising the use of space in the toolbar panel, you can drag
horizontal lines up or down to widen or reduce the space occupied by a row.

Remove a row from the toolbar panel
1. Right-click the horizontal row separating two rows.
2. Select Close Above or Close Below to determine which row is to be removed.

Custom Keys
You can create keyboard shortcuts by assigning custom keys to:


commands



trading functions



Next Window and Previous Window. Assigning keys to these tasks allows you to
move the cursor to the next or previous window in your workspace without using the
mouse. The title bar of the selected window displays in a lighter colour.

You can also specify the window where each command will open. Locations are
defined by your workspace configuration. For example, if your workspace has three
frames, you can choose from three locations.
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Custom Keys

Custom keys that open pricing related commands are context sensitive. If a
security is selected, pressing the custom key opens the assigned command and
requests the selected security.
Custom keys are not the same as custom trade keys.

Custom Trade Keys

Rules for creating custom keys
Custom keys include function keys, e.g. F2, and combinations of keys, e.g. Alt+X or
Ctrl+W.
The use of the Shift key is restricted. You cannot use Shift with one alphanumeric
key because these combinations produce displayable characters. However, you can
use Shift with another control or function key to produce a valid custom key, e.g.
Ctrl+Shift+Z, or Shift+F2.
Note: When you assign a custom key, it overrides any other function assigned to the
same key in the application.
Custom keys work only when the application is active. If a custom key does not work,
check the Application Status box inside the browser at the top of the application. The
words in the Application Status box must be green. Menu Bar Configuration

Open the custom keys command
Choose User > Custom Keys.



Create a custom key
Tip: Use these steps to modify the keys assigned to a command.

1. Open the Custom Keys command.
2. Open the Edit Custom Key dialog box by doing one of the following:
3. Click the command name, then click Edit.
4. Double-click any field for the required command.
5. Right-click the command name, then select Edit.

The Edit Custom Key dialog box opens and the cursor is in the Key box.
3. Press the keys on the keyboard that will activate the command, e.g. F2 or Alt+D.
Text describing the keys you pressed displays in the Key box.
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Custom Keys

4. In the Frame list, select the window you want the command to open in.
Default Location

Set

5. Click OK.
Note: If you have already assigned the selected keys, an error message displays
and you must select different keys.

Delete a custom key
1. Open the Custom Keys command.
2. Delete a custom key by doing one of the following:
3. Click a command and click Clear.
4. Right-click a command and select Clear.

Print a list of custom keys
1. Open the Custom Keys command.
2. Click Print. The Print dialog box opens.
3. Click OK.

See Also

Custom Trade Keys
Note: Custom trade keys are not the same as custom keys.

Custom Keys

The Custom Trade Key function allows you to set up your own buy or sell "hot keys".
The action can be security specific or context specific.
A context specific custom trade key creates an order that has been configured for
a side of the market (buy or sell), volume, price setting and order condition, but
where the security has not been specified. When activated, the highlighted context
(or security) is inserted in the order dialog box.
In addition, you can automatically create a contingent order for the opposite side of
the market, based on predefined criteria to determine the trigger and order prices.
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Custom Trade Keys

This type of contingent order is called a stop loss order, and is only configurable
through custom trade keys. The stop loss order is not linked to the market order.
Depending on your broker, you may have access to create If Done contingent
orders. The If Done contingent order is linked to the market order, and is created
once the initial buy or sell order is executed, for the opposite side of the market.
For more information about defining custom trade keys and stop loss criteria, see
Configure Custom Trade Keys. For more information about creating stop loss orders,
see Use Custom Trade Keys.

Open the Custom Trade Key command
Choose Orders > Custom Trade Keys.



Print a list of custom trade keys
1. Open the Custom Trade Keys command.
2. Click Print. The Print dialog box opens.
3. Click OK.

See Also

Set a Default Location
When working with frames, you can specify the frame where a specific command
will open. The command will open in this frame when it is selected from a right-click
menu or from the menu bar.
1. Open the command in the frame that is to be its default location.
2. Click the corner drop-down arrow
in the top right hand corner of the frame it was
opened in. The drop-down menu displays.
3. Click Set Default Location.

See Also
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Set a Default Location

Workspace Layout Configurations
The workspace layout is the arrangement of commands on the screen. You can save
a workspace layout as the default layout for displaying each time you open the
application. Saving a layout saves all commands that are open and the information
displayed in each command. The information is retrieved when you restore the
workspace layout or open the application. There are three types of layouts:


Set Frames (1 - 9 Frames)



No Frames



Multi Document Interface (MDI) - MDI supports multiple tabbed workspaces.

For information on saving and restoring layouts, see Save and Restore the
Workspace Layout.

Select the type of workspace layout
1. Choose Window > Configure Display. The Select Display dialog box displays.

2. Select a workspace layout.
3. Click OK.

See Also
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Workspace Layout Configurations

Work in a Set Frame Layout
Set Frame Layout presents a consistent arrangement of commands to the user.
There is a maximum of 9 set windows displayed in this layout, with the option of
additional floating windows.
Floating windows can be positioned at the user's discretion and can also be
minimised to the Windows taskbar for easy recall. Open Commands
This configuration can be saved as the default layout.
Workspace Layout

Save and Restore the

Resize a window
The size of each window is automatically determined by the chosen configuration,
but can be reset by the user.
1. Click the border that separates the frame you want to resize.
2. Drag the border to a new position. As you do this the other frames affected by the
change automatically adjust in size to fill the space provided.

See Also

Work in a Set Frame Layout
Set Frame Layout presents a consistent arrangement of commands to the user.
There is a maximum of 9 set windows displayed in this layout, with the option of
additional floating windows.
Floating windows can be positioned at the user's discretion and can also be
minimised to the Windows taskbar for easy recall. Open Commands
This configuration can be saved as the default layout.
Workspace Layout

Save and Restore the

Resize a window
The size of each window is automatically determined by the chosen configuration,
but can be reset by the user.
1. Click the border that separates the frame you want to resize.
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Work in a Set Frame Layout

2. Drag the border to a new position. As you do this the other frames affected by the
change automatically adjust in size to fill the space provided.

See Also

Work in MDI Mode (Window Mode)
The Multi Document Interface, or MDI Mode, allows for multiple commands to be
open simultaneously. The commands are displayed in separate windows within the
application. Each command can be resized independently of the other commands
displayed.
In MDI Mode you can also open multiple workspaces simultaneously.
Tabbed Workspaces

Manage

Open MDI mode
1. Choose Window > Configure Display. The Select Display dialog box opens.
2. Select MDI Mode.
3. Click OK. MDI Mode opens with no commands displayed.
4. Open the command you wish to view. The command opens in a separate window
within the application. You can move the window by clicking and dragging the
window title bar.
Tip: The open commands can be saved as the default layout which displays when
the application opens. Save and Restore the Workspace Layout

For details on how to manage open windows, see Manage Command Windows.
See Also
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Work in MDI Mode (Window Mode)

Manage Tabbed Workspaces
In MDI Mode you can display multiple workspaces simultaneously. Each workspace
is represented by a tab. The tabs can display on the top, bottom, left or right of the
application window. You move between the workspaces by clicking on the tabs.
You can create up to five tabbed workspaces, opening different commands in each
to create a series of workspaces that you can move between. You can also name
each tab. Saving the workspace layout saves the tabs in it, so that you can continue
to use them in future uses of the application.
Image: Tabbed MDI Workspaces

1. Open the MDI Mode by doing the following:
1. Choose Window > Configure Display. The Select Display dialog box opens.
2. Select MDI Mode.
3. Click OK.
2. Create the multiple workspace layout by doing any of the following:

Insert a workspace
1. Do one of the following:
2. Choose Window > New Workspace.
3. Right-click an existing workspace tab, then select New Workspace.
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Manage Tabbed Workspaces

The Create New Workspace dialog box opens.
2. Type in a name for the workspace.
3. Click OK. The workspace tab is added as the last tab and is enabled. It contains no
commands.

Rename a workspace
1. Do one of the following:
2. Select the workspace tab that you want to rename, then choose Window >
Rename Workspace.
3. Right-click the workspace tab that you want to rename, then select Rename
Workspace.

The New Workspace Name dialog box opens.
2. Type in a name for the workspace.
3. Click OK.

Change the tabs location
Right-click a workspace tab, then choose Tab Placement > [tab location].



Delete a workspace
1. Do one of the following:
o

Select the workspace tab that you want to delete, then choose Window >
Delete Workspace.

o

Click the X on the workspace tab that you want to delete.

o

Right-click the tab that you want to delete, then select Delete Workspace.

A confirmation message displays.
2. Click Yes.
3. Save the workspace layout by doing the following:
1. Choose Window > Save Layout. A confirmation message displays.
2. Click Yes.
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Manage Tabbed Workspaces

For more information about saving layouts, see Save and Restore the Workspace
Layout.

Manage Command Windows
Function

Instruction

Cascade the open
commands

On the application menu bar, choose Window >
Window Cascade.

Close all open
commands

On the application menu bar, choose Window > Close
All.

Expand the
workspace across
multiple monitors

Click and drag the browser across the multiple monitors,
then click and drag the command you wish to view, and
place it in the workspace accordingly.

Maximise a
command

No Frames
Click Maximize

on the command title bar.

No Frames (Grouped)
It is not possible to maximise command windows in this
mode. You can only maximise the application menu bar
window.
MDI Mode
Do one of the following:

Minimise a
command



Click maximize

on the command's title bar.



Double-click the command title bar.

No Frames
Click Minimize

on the command title bar.

No Frames (Grouped)
It is not possible to minimise command windows in this
mode. You can only minimise the application menu bar
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Manage Command Windows

window.
MDI Mode
Do one of the following:


Click minimize

on the command's title bar.



Double-click the command title bar.

Minimise all
commands

On the application menu bar, choose Window >
Minimize All. In No Frames modes, the application menu
bar does not minimise.

Resize a command

Click and drag on the border of the window or frame. In
Set Frames layout this will also resize the adjoining frame.

Restore a
maximised
command

No Frames
Click Restore

on the command title bar.

MDI Mode
Do one of the following:

Restore a
minimised
command



Click restore

on the command's title bar.



To restore a maximised command, double-click the
visible title bar.

No Frames
Click the Java application for the command on the
Windows taskbar.
MDI Mode
Double-click the visible title bar. This is located at the
bottom of the application.

Restore all open
commands from
minimised or
maximised to
windows

On the application menu bar, choose Window > Restore
All.

Restore windows to

On the application menu bar, choose Window > Restore
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the saved
workspace layout

Saved Layout.

Tile the open MDI
commands

Do one of the following:


Choose Window > Tile Vertical. All open MDI
windows automatically resize to fill the application
window.



Choose Window > Tile Horizontal. All open MDI
windows automatically resize to fill the application
window.

See Also

Save/Restore the Workspace Layout
The Save Layout function saves the current screen arrangement as the default
workspace for future uses of the application. When saving the layout you capture
the commands displayed, the information in each command and the menu bar
configuration. For example, if the Trade Ticker is displayed on the menu bar and the
workspace layout is saved, the Trade Ticker will be saved in this location and will
display on the menu bar whenever the application is opened.
You can restore your workspace to the saved layout at any time.
Workspace layouts are linked to your user login. The same layout displays wherever
that login is used.

Save a workspace layout
1. Select a workspace layout.
2. Open commands and position them the way you want them to display when you
start the application.
3. Save the layout by doing one of the following:

From the application menu bar
Click the Window menu on the application menu bar.
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From the application menu bar's separator
Right-click a Separator bar on the menu bar.



4. Select Save Layout. A confirmation message displays.
5. Click Yes.

Restore a saved layout
Choose Window > Restore Saved Layout.



See Also
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Part 2

[Basic Tutorial]
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Welcome to the Basic Tutorial
This tutorial will take you on a simple tour of the fundamental functions contained in
the application. It teaches you how to find key information and give you an idea of
the general flow of functionality within the application.

Are you online?
Before you can begin, check that you are online to the trading network. This
information is located on the Menu Bar at the top of the screen. Check that your
menu bar looks like this:

To navigate the tutorial window
Notice the arrows
in the top right corner of the tutorial window. Use these to
step backwards and forwards through the tutorial. Once you have completed a set of
instructions, click the right arrow to move forward to the next topic in the tutorial.
Click the Show button to display the navigation pane, which contains three tabs:
Contents



Display a list of the tutorial topics as well as the release notes and online help for the
application. To do this, activate the Contents tab then click on one of the topics
listed to display that topic.
Index



Access an alphabetical list of items of interest covered in the online help. To do this,
activate the Index tab then click on an item to display the topic that discusses that
item or to view a list of topics that refer to that item.
Search



Search for topics that contain information relating to a specific keyword. To do this,
activate the Search tab. Type a keyword in the box provided and then press Enter
on your keyboard. A list of topics displays that contain that keyword.

To print the Basic Tutorial
1. Right-click on this topic. A pop-up menu displays.
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2. Click Print. The Print dialog box displays.
3. Tick the Print all linked documents checkbox.
Tip:The location and wording of this checkbox varies depending on your
browser. If the dialog box has tabs, check each tab to locate the
checkbox.
4. Click OK or Print.

Topics in the Basic Tutorial


Basic Tutorial - Getting Started



Workspace Layout



Changing the Workspace Layout



Quote and Watchlist
o

Sorting a Watchlist

o

Saving a Watchlist

o

Retrieving a Saved Watchlist

o

Removing Codes from a Watchlist



Depth



Navigator
o

Code Search by Company Name

o

Code Search by Industry

o

Search for a Watchlist Code

o

Search for a Fund Code



Course of Sales



Security Information



Tutorial - News



Tutorial - Dragging Codes Between Commands
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Tutorial - Setting Up and Saving a Workspace Layout



Workspace Layout
The workspace layout is the arrangement of commands on the screen. There are
three types of layouts:
Frames



This layout presents a consistent arrangement of commands on the screen. You can
configure a maximum of 9 set windows, with the option of additional floating
windows. The size of each window is automatically determined by the chosen
configuration, but you can reset these.
View a screenshot of Frames layout mode

No Frames



This layout mode provides maximum workspace flexibility. Multiple commands can
be opened, each in a separate window. The application menu bar displays in a
separate Java application window and each command opens in a new browser
window on your Windows taskbar. In the No Frames (Grouped) mode, the windows
are grouped into one browser icon on your Windows Taskbar.
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View a screenshot of No Frames layout mode

Multi Document Interface (MDI)



This layout allows for multiple commands to be open simultaneously. The commands
are displayed in separate windows within the application. Each command can be
resized independently. In MDI mode you can open multiple workspaces
simultaneously.
View a screenshot of MDI layout mode
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Changing the Workspace Layout
You can change the workspace layout at any time. Any information displaying in
commands is cleared when you change the layout mode. This tutorial uses the MDI
layout mode.

To change the workspace layout
1. On the application menu bar, select Window. A drop-down menu displays.
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2. Select Configure Display. The Select Display dialog box opens.
3. Select the MDI Mode layout style.
4. Click OK.

The workspace layout changes to MDI mode.

Quote & Watchlist
The Quote function is responsible for displaying live, dynamic pricing information (or
quotes) on securities, indices and currencies.
There are three primary uses of the Quote function:


viewing ad-hoc price quotes for companies, indices and foreign exchange



viewing a system generated watchlist of quotes based on the stocks
comprising an ASX index



creating and viewing a custom watchlist of quotes.

In this topic you will use Quote to view pricing information for a selection of codes.
By default the Quote function opens at the top left of the application.

To view ad-hoc price quotes
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1. Select the menu path Pricing > Quote. The Quote command opens.
2. In the Watchlist/Code box, type BHP.

2. Click Request to the right of the Watchlist/Code box. Quote details
display.

3. In the Watchlist/Code box, replace BHP with NAB and click Request
again. A NAB quote is inserted above the BHP quote.
4. Repeat step 3, adding quotes for the following codes:
5. TLS
6. WOW
7. XAO - All Ordinaries Index
8. AUDUSD - Australian Dollar - US Dollar.
You have created a list of ad-hoc quotes detailing live pricing information for the
codes entered. The list will be lost when you close the Quote command.
Tip: When you hover the mouse over a code in a watchlist, a ToolTip
displays the description of the code, as shown below.

The next topic shows you how to save this list of codes as a watchlist.
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Sorting a Watchlist
You can sort a watchlist into ascending or descending order by any column.

To sort a watchlist
1. Click the Code column heading. Notice the downward pointing arrow that
displays next to the word Code. This indicates the watchlist is now sorted
into descending order by the Code column.
2. Click a second time on the Code column heading. The arrow changes
direction to indicate the watchlist is sorted in ascending order.
3. Try clicking on other column headings in the Quote command and notice
what happens to the order of the quotes.

4. Click Watchlists, then select Save.
Tip: Sorting a watchlist then saving it ensures the list is always in this order
when it is retrieved.

Retrieving a Saved Watchlist
In addition to the custom watchlists you create there is a series of system-generated
watchlists you can use. These comprise logical groupings of stocks or codes. In this
topic you will retrieve a system watchlist and then return to your own custom
watchlist.

To display a system watchlist
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1. Click

to display the watchlist menu.

The top section of this menu lists the system watchlists available. These represent
the following groups of codes:
o

S&P/ASX 20 Leaders

o

S&P/ASX 50 Leaders

o

S&P/ASX Top 100 stocks

o

S&P/ASX Top 200 stocks

o

All Ordinaries

o

major foreign indices and exchange rates.

2. Click S&P/ASX 20. The watchlist you were previously viewing is replaced
with the S&P 20 leaders index watchlist.
Tip: Use the vertical scroll bar to view all the quotes.

To re-display a custom watchlist
1. Click

to display the watchlist menu.

2. Click MYWATCHLIST in the custom watchlists section (the bottom section)
of the menu. Your custom list of quotes displays.

Removing Codes from a Watchlist
In this topic you will learn how to remove codes from a watchlist.

To remove a code from a watchlist
1. In the Code column of the MyWatchlist watchlist, right-click on the code
ANZ. The right-click menu displays. This menu lists edit options as well as
other commands and functions that you can access from within the
command.
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2. Select Delete. The quote for ANZ is removed from the list of quotes in the
watchlist.
Note: To make this change permanent, click Watchlists then select Save.

Depth
Depth is the term given to the ASX price feed which details all the bids (buyers) and
asks (sellers) in the market for a given security. The information available is the
price the traders want to trade at and the corresponding volume they want to buy or
sell. Depth is a shortened name that is otherwise referred to as the 'Depth of
Market'.
The Depth command has two modes:


Depth: a consolidated view of the bids and asks, with a single entry for each
active price level. Information provided for each price level includes the
number of buyers or sellers and the total volume on offer at that price.



Detail: a detailed view of the individual bids and asks and the broker
responsible for them. Individual broker companies can also see their account
cross-reference details. The Detail view is available to all users; however, only
brokers may see the broker codes and cross-reference information.
Tip:The following instructions use the right-click menu to navigate from one
function to another. From here on, throughout the tutorial, you will use the
right mouse button more often. It is worth becoming familiar with this button,
as it speeds up navigation of the application considerably.

To display the Depth command
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1. In the Quote command, right-click on the security code BHP. The right-click
menu displays.

2. Select Depth. The Depth command displays depth information for BHP.
The left side of the command displays bids and asks and the right side displays a list
of the last 20 trades transacted for the current day.

Note: The Depth command always displays bids in descending order and asks in
ascending order. This ensures the current bid and ask prices (those closest to the
current market price) are at the top of the list.

To view data in the Depth command:
1. In the Code box, replace BHP with the security code WOW.
2. Click Request. The data updates, replacing BHP depth data with depth data
for WOW.
3. Click the Detail
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icon on (adjacent to the Request button).

The command displays detailed information of all the bids and asks in the market for
WOW.
Note: You will now see every order with price and volume details. This is
the Detail view of Market Depth.
4. Click the Depth

icon.

The information reverts to the Depth view, showing the orders for WOW grouped
by price, and giving the number of orders at each price level.

Navigator
The Navigator helps you to search for codes. You can search for:


security codes based on name



trading vehicles



fund codes



watchlists

To open the Navigator
The Navigator icon is on the right of the Code box in all commands that have a
Code box. If you open Navigator from within a command, the security you search
for defaults into the command in which you started. If you open Navigator from the
main menu, you can right-click on the search result and then select the command in
which you want to view it.


Select the menu path Security > Navigator.



In any command, click

.

The Security Navigator command displays, with the Security tab as the default
search function.
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Use the Security Name and Type boxes to enter search criteria to the security. The
search results display in the bottom section of the command.

Security Code Search
Navigator can be used to search for a security code based on the security name or
security type.

Search by Company Name
1. In the Navigator command, type National Australia in the Security
Name box.
2. Click Search. A list of codes for companies whose names contain the words
'National Australia' displays in the lower section of the Navigator command.
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3. In the list of securities, right-click on the security code NAB.ASX. A pop-up
menu provides quick access to other commands.
4. Select Depth. The Depth command opens and displays information for NAB.

Search for Security Type
1. In the Security Name box, type NAB.
2. In the Security Type list, select Options.
3. Click Search. A list of NAB options displays in the lower section of the
Navigator command.
4. Select a code then drag and drop it into the Quote command.
5. Release the button. The Quote command updates with price information for
that option.
Note: This drag and drop technique is a useful shortcut to access different
information about a security.

Industry Code Search
All stocks traded on the Australian Securities Exchange are members of an industry
group as categorised by the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS). The
GICS system has the following levels:


Economic sector



Industry group



Industry



Sub industry.

The Industry tab of the Navigator command reflects the GICS system. This enables
you to quickly access a list of companies that have the same business focus. For
example you can produce a list of all companies in the Beverages Industry that are
Brewers. Codes found can be easily loaded into other commands.

To search for a code by industry
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1. In the Navigator command, activate the Industry tab. The left side of the
command lists the economic sectors in the All Industries group.

2. Click the + next to Consumer Staples. A list of the industry groups in this
economic sector displays.
3. Click the + next to the Food, Beverage and Tobacco industry group. A list
of the industries in the industry group displays.
4. Click the + next to the Beverages industry group. A list of sub groups in the
group displays.
5. Click the Brewers sub group. A list of securities in the sub-group displays in
the right pane of the command.
6. In the list of security codes, right-click on LNN.ASX. The right-click menu
displays.
7. Select Quote. A live quote for LNN is inserted at the top of the list of quotes
in the Quote command.

Watchlist Code Search
You can search for watchlist codes in the Navigator command.

To search for a watchlist code
1. In the Navigator command, click the Watchlist tab.
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2. Click the arrow in the Watchlist Type box. A list of system watchlist
categories displays.
3. Select Equities GICS. A list of codes for equity watchlists displays in the
lower section of the Navigator command.
4. Scroll down and right-click on J4010 in the list of equity watchlist codes. The
right-click menu displays.
5. Select Quote. The Quote command updates with a watchlist of quotes for
the S&P/ASX 200 Banks index.
Tip: Hover your mouse pointer over J4010 to display a pop-up description for
the code.

Funds Code Search
You can search for fund codes based on the fund type or fund manager. The
following instructions detail both types of search.

To search by fund type
1. In the Navigator command, activate the Funds tab. The Funds tab displays
with the By Fund Type button selected.
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2. Click the arrow in the By Fund Type box. A list of funds categorised by type
displays.
3. Click World/Australian Bonds. The lower section of the Navigator
command displays a list of insurance bond fund codes.
4. Right-click on a fund code, then select Quote. The Quote command updates
with information for the selected bond.

To search by fund manager
1. On the Funds tab, select the By Fund Manager bullet.
2. Click the drop-down arrow in the By Funds Manager box. A list of fund
managers displays.
3. Select a fund manager. A list of all funds administered by the fund manager
displays in the lower section of the Navigator command.
4. Right-click on a fund code then select Quote. The Quote command updates
with information for the selected fund.

Course of Sales
Course of Sales is a tabular history of trades for a given security on a given day. A
30 day history of trades is available for all securities.

Open Course of Sales for today's trades
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1. Select the menu path Security > Course of Sales. The Course of Sales
command opens.
2. In the Code box, type WOW.
3. Select the Today bullet.
4. Click Request.
The command displays details of the current day's trades for Woolworths, including
the price, volume, time of trade and type of trade.

To see trades for a day before today
1. Select the Date bullet. A Date box displays.
2. Click the down arrow next to the Date box. A calendar opens, displaying the
current month/year with today's date shaded.

3. Click an earlier date. The Date box displays the selected date.
4. Click Request. The Woolworths transactions that occurred on the selected
date display.

Security Information
The Security Information function is important for anyone trading the stock market.
It details the basic information required to evaluate a company's financial position
for investment purposes. This function contains information such as historical
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dividend payments and closing prices, price earnings and market capitalisation
figures, and a profile of the company's business interests.
The following steps guide you through viewing all the information available in this
function. Notice that once again we will use the right mouse button to navigate from
one function to another.

To display the Security Information function
1. In Course of Sales, right-click on one of the trades for WOW. The right-click menu
displays.

2. Select Security Info from the menu.

The Security Info command opens, displaying information about the security WOW
including:
o

Issuer Name

o

description of share type

o

Industry Group

o

yesterday's closing price

o

a selection of figures as reported in the company's last annual statement.

3. In the Code box, type BHP.
4. Click Request. The WOW details are replaced with information on the security BHP.
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Notice the tabs in the Security Info command. The General tab is a different
colour to the others indicating that you are currently viewing general information for
the security.

5. Activate the Dividends tab to change the information displayed to a history of
dividends paid out (or about to be paid ) by BHP.
6. Activate the Adjustments tab to view information concerning capital adjustments
(corporate actions) made by BHP, i.e. bonus issues, rights issues, reconstructions
etc.
7. Activate the Reports tab to access a headline listing of company news for the
selected security. See Company Reports for further instructions.
8. Activate the Profile tab to view a profile of the company. This includes company
details, directors and information about the business.
9. Activate the Data history tab to view historical closing prices and volumes traded in
recent times.
10. Activate the All tab to see all of the security information in one view.

Company Reports
Company reports are available for all equity exchanges supported by the application.
The reports are available in the following commands:
News



The News command displays the most recent 500 news headlines for all news
categories. The headlines update live and display in chronological order. News
Security Information
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The Reports tab in the Security Information command shows the most recent 500
news headlines for a specified company code. The headlines update live and
display in chronological order.
Note: The live updating company news headlines in both the News and Security
Information commands are available to all users. However, unless a royalty is paid to the
ASX, the stories associated with the news headlines are only available after a 20 minute
delay. If an attempt is made to view a story inside the 20 minute delay period, the
following message displays: "A 20 minute delay exists between the time a headline is
received and when the story is available. Please try again later." Only subscribers to the

ASX Company news royalty can view company stories as soon as the headlines are
released.

View company reports in the Security Information command
Tip: You can also view company reports by clicking on the R link in a number of
commands.

1. Open the Security Information command and request a security code.
2. Select the Reports tab.

Company announcements for the security entered display in chronological order with
the latest at the top.
3. Click a headline to display the story in a separate window.

See Also
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News
The News command provides access to live ASX company reports and general
world news. The headlines are displayed as single line summaries for which you can
display the underlying stories.

To view news headlines
1. Select the menu path Analytics > News. The News command displays.

2. Click an underlined headline. The story associated with that headline displays
in a new window.
Note: Only headlines that are underlined have an associated story.
3. Once you have read the story, click
window. The window closes.

in the top right corner of the story

Viewing Codes in Commands
If you have a number of commands open, you can drag a security code from one
command to another. When the code is dropped into the new command, the
command automatically updates to display relevant information.
You can also choose to view a code in all open commands by using the Broadcast
function.

To drag a single code from one window to another
1. In Quote, click BHP.
2. Drag the code to the Depth command. Depth data for BHP displays.
3. In Quote, click WOW.
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4. Drag the code to the Security Info command. Information for WOW displays.

To display a code in all open commands
1. On the application menu bar, right-click then select Show "Broadcast".

The Broadcast box displays on the application menu bar.

.

2. In the Broadcast box, type TLS.
3. Press Enter or click
commands.

. Data for TLS displays in all applicable open

Tip:You can also broadcast codes using the right-click menu. In Quote,
right-click on a security code then select Broadcast from the pop-up
menu. Data for the selected code displays in all applicable open
commands.

Setup & Saving a Workspace Layout
A workspace is a preferred arrangement of windows. You can save the current
screen arrangement as the default workspace for future uses of the application.
When saving the layout you capture the commands displayed, the information in
each command and the menu bar configuration. For example, if the Trade Ticker is
displayed on the menu bar and the screen layout is saved, the Trade Ticker will be
saved in this location and will display on the menu bar whenever the application is
opened.
In this topic, you will save the workspace with the windows you opened in the basic
tutorial. If you have worked through this tutorial in one sitting, you should have the
following commands open:
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Quote



Depth



Course of Sales



Security Information



News.

To save a workspace layout
1. Resize and position the commands the way you want them to display when
you start the application.
2. Select the menu path Window > Save Layout. A confirmation message
displays.
3. Click Yes. The screen layout is saved.
4. Close some commands, and rearrange the screen display.
5. Select the menu path Window > Restore Saved Layout. Your saved
layout displays on screen.
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Part 3

[Advanced Tutorial]
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Welcome to the Advanced Tutorial
The Advanced Tutorial builds on the ideas and functionality taught in the Basic
Tutorial.
Note:It is strongly advised that you complete the Basic Tutorial before you begin
this tutorial.

After you complete the Basic Tutorial and are ready to proceed, click the right arrow
to continue.

To print the Advanced Tutorial
1. Right-click on this topic. A pop-up menu displays.
2. Click Print. The Print dialog box displays.
3. Tick the Print all linked documents checkbox.
Tip:The location and wording of this checkbox varies depending on your
browser. If the dialog box has tabs, check each tab to locate the checkbox.
4. Click OK or Print.

Topics in the Advanced Tutorial


Welcome to the Advanced Tutorial



Charts
o
o
o
o

Alerts



o
o

Tutorial
Tutorial
Tutorial
Tutorial

-

Display the Plotted Values
Chart Frequencies
Chart Style
Chart Indicators

Price and Volume Alerts
Viewing Triggered Alert Messages



Portfolio
o Sort the Portfolio
o Retrieve the Portfolio
o Remove a Code from the Portfolio
o Deleting a Portfolio



Conclusion
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Charts
To create a chart
Charts present a graphical representation of historical prices, volumes or values, of
securities, indices and currencies. There are several ways to create a chart and this
topic steps you through two of them.
Create a chart from a command
1. Display a quote or watchlist in the Quote command. For information, see Quote and
Watchlist.
2. Right-click on one of the security codes in the Quote command, and then select
Chart from the pop-up menu. A chart of daily closing prices for the selected security
displays.

Create a chart from a blank chart
1. Select the menu path Analytics > Chart. The blank chart command displays.
2. In the Code box, type in the security code AMP.
3. Click Request. A chart of daily closing prices for AMP displays.
Tip: To view a different data series, change the security code in the Code box, then
click Request.

Quote and Watchlist
The Quote command displays live, dynamic pricing information 'quotes' on securities,
indices and currencies.
Uses of the Quote command include all of the following:


Viewing ad-hoc price quotes for companies, indices and foreign exchanges.



Viewing a system-generated watchlist of quotes. Retrieve a Watchlist



Creating and viewing a custom watchlist of quotes.
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Viewing market activity.



Viewing (where applicable) margin requirements for trading specifics as set by your
broker.

Open the Quote command
Choose Pricing > Quote.



View ad-hoc price quotes
1. Open the Quote command.
2. Click Quote.
3. In the Code box, type in a security code. You can use the Security Navigator
locate a code.

4. Click

to

.
Tip: When you hover the cursor over a code in the watchlist, a ToolTip displays
a description of the security. See the diagram below for an example.

Save a watchlist
1. Open the Quote command.
2. Click Quote.
3. In the Code box, type in a security code. Repeat this step until you have the
selection of security codes you want to save as a watchlist.
4. Click Save. The Save Watchlist as dialog box opens.
5. Type the name of the watchlist in the input box.
6. Click OK.
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View market activity
1. Open the Quote command.
2. Click Market Activity.
3. In the Exchange list, select the exchange (market) you want to view.
4. In the Sector list, select the portion of the market you want to view.
5. Click a button to choose how you want to view the market activity:
6. Volume - Displays the market components by total volume traded
7. Value - Displays the market activity by total value traded.
8. Up % - Displays market activity by positive percentage change.
9. Down % - Displays market activity by negative percentage change.
10. Up +/- - Displays market activity by positive price movement.
11. Down +/- - Displays market activity by negative price movement.

View custom watchlists
1. Open the Quote command.
2. Click User Watchlist. A list of watchlists displays.
3. Click a watchlist name.

View system watchlists
1. Open the Quote command.
2. Click System Watchlist. A list of watchlists displays.
3. Click a watchlist name.

See Also

Displaying Plotted Values
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The values plotted on a chart can be viewed easily by hovering the mouse over a
plotted point on the chart. The values for the date you are pointing to displays in a
ToolTip.
Practice displaying the plotted values on the charts you created in the previous step
of the tutorial by resting your mouse cursor on different points of the chart line.

Chart Frequency
Changing the frequency of a chart enables you to vary the time frame over which a
data series is viewed. For example, the Daily frequency shows a chart spanning a
twelve month period at daily intervals. The Monthly frequency displays the value
trend over 20 years but with only 12 points plotted for each year. The Zoom function
can also be used to alter the time frame over which a chart is viewed. Chart Zoom
There are three types of frequencies:
Daily - yearly frequencies



The default chart style is a line chart. Line charts plot the end-of-period values for
the frequency chosen. For example, a daily line chart plots daily closing prices, and a
monthly line chart plots the price of a security at market close at the end of each
month.
Daily
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- 12 months

Chart Frequency

Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Yearly

-

5 years
20 years
20 Years
20 Years

Intra-day charts



Intra-day charts are live. As with the daily to yearly frequencies, intra-day charts plot
the price at the end of each interval. For example, a 5 minute chart plots the price of
a security at the end of each 5 minute interval.
The following intraday frequencies are available:


Intraday 1 minute for the total time period of one day



Intraday 1 minute for the total time period of two days



Intraday 2 minute for the total time period of five days



Intraday 5 minute for the total time period of five days



Intraday 5 minute for the total time period of two days



Intraday 10 minute for the total time period of five days



Intraday 10 minute for the total time period of two days



Intraday 30 minute for the total time period of ten days



Intraday 60 minute for the total time period of ten days.



Tick charts

Tick charts are live-updating, non-linear charts. You can choose from two tick charts:
o

Tick (Trade)

In Tick (Trade) charts, a point is plotted for every trade. The x-axis
(horizontal axis) shows time intervals. However, the time intervals are
not at fixed increments. Instead, they are positioned at regular intervals
that reflect a fixed number of trades (this will change depending on the
size of the window the chart is displayed in). In heavy trading, there will
be less time between one interval and the next than there will be in times
of fewer trades. It is a good idea to plot a volume sub-chart with this
chart so that you can see the number of trades at a price level.
o

Tick (Move)

A Tick (Move) chart plots a point on the chart every time the last price
changes. Like the Tick (Trade) chart, the x-axis (horizontal axis) shows
time intervals. In this chart, the times shown are determined by the time
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taken for the trade price to change. The times are displayed at fixed
intervals based on a set number of data points (this will change
depending on the size of the window the chart is displayed in).

Set the chart frequency
1. Create or display the chart. Create a Simple Chart Open a Saved Chart
2. In the Frequency list, select a frequency. The chart updates to reflect the selected
frequency.

See Also

Setting the Chart Frequency
Changing the frequency in a chart enables you to vary the time frame over which
you view historical data. For example, the daily frequency shows a chart spanning a
twelve month period, and the monthly frequency produces a value trend over 20
years. There are three types of frequency setting:
Daily - yearly: non-live charts that plot daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or yearly
values for a security or other vehicle. The default chart style is a closing price line
chart; however you can also plot open, high and low values.
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Intra-day: live updating linear charts that track a security or index's price or value
for the current day.



Tick: live updating, non-linear charts. There two tick charts:



Tick (Trade), which plots a point for every trade



Trade (Move), which plots a point every time the price changes.

To change the frequency of a chart
1. In the AMP chart, click the drop-down arrow corresponding to the box labelled
Daily. A list of the frequencies displays.

2. Select Weekly. The chart updates to display weekly data.
3. Move your mouse over the chart line. The values in the ToolTips are now at weekly
intervals.
4. Click on the frequency box again and experiment with other frequencies.

For more information on chart frequencies, see Chart Frequency.

Chart Style
Chart style refers to the look of a basic chart, and is determined by the values that
are plotted. Five styles can be applied to a base chart:


Line: a point is plotted for a single value at each time period. A line connects
the points.



Bar: a vertical bar connects the high and low values for each time period
plotted. For example, in a daily price chart the highest and lowest price for
each day is plotted.



HLC (High Low Close): a vertical bar connects the high and low values for
each time period. A notch on the right side of the bar indicates the closing
value or price.



OHLC (Open High Low Close): a vertical bar connects the high and low
values for each time period. A notch on the right side of the bar represents
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the closing value or price, a notch on the left side of the bar represents the
opening value or price.
Candle: a vertical bar connects the high and low values for each time period.
A rectangular box in the middle represents the trading range between the
open and the close prices. A full candle means the close price was higher than
the open price, an empty candle indicates the open was higher than the
close.



All charts are drawn in the Line style when first displayed.

To change the style of a chart
1. Right-click on one of the charts displayed and choose Barfrom the pop-up
menu. The chart changes from a line chart to a bar chart, which displays a
vertical bar for each time period.
2. Right-click a second time and choose Candle. To see a candle chart clearly
you may need to zoom in on a section (see below).
3. Move your mouse over the plotted chart. The values in the ToolTips now
include open, high, low and close values.

To zoom in on a section of the chart
1. Click and drag the mouse across a small section of the chart. Two vertical
yellow lines connected by a double-headed yellow arrow define the area you
drag the mouse across. When you release the mouse button, the chart
automatically zooms in to show only the selected section of the chart.

2. To zoom out and display the whole chart, click the Zoom All
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icon.

Chart Indicators
Chart indicators are technical analysis tools which plot additional information onto a
chart for the purpose of pin-pointing or predicting significant moments in the life of a
data series. They are created by taking the underlying data values and applying
them in a mathematical formula to produce a different series of values for plotting.
Many indicators require input values to calculate properly. Where these are required,
default values are supplied. Regardless of the frequency you select, the default
values are based on a daily frequency.
In this tutorial you will add a moving average crossover indicator as an overlay on
the AMP price chart. You will then add a Volume sub-chart.

To add a chart indicator
Add a chart indicator by doing on of the following:



Using the dialog bar
1. In the AMP chart, click the Add Indicator
icon. The Add Indicator
dialog box displays a list of the available indicators.
2. Select Moving Average 2 Lines, then click Next. The Add Indicator
dialog box displays default moving average values for the periods 1 and 2.
These values are for a daily chart and represent a 5 day and 12 day moving
average respectively.
3. Click Finish. Two moving average lines are overlaid on the AMP chart.
4. Select Daily from the frequency list.
The Moving Average 2 Lines indicator shows the average value of a security's price
over different specified time periods (long and short).
Tip:Hover the mouse over the lines on the chart and notice that the data
ToolTip now displays all the values plotted for a data point.

Using the pop-up menu
1. Right-click in the AMP chart.
2. Select the menu path Edit Chart > Add Indicator. The Add
Indicatordialog box opens.
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3. Double-click on Volume. The volume indicator does not require input values
so it is plotted directly as a histogram sub-chart. In this sub-chart, a bar
shows the volume traded in each time period on the chart.

To change a chart indicator
In this exercise, change the values used in the moving average crossover to be 14
days and 30 days.
1. Right-click in the AMP chart and choose the menu path Edit Chart > Edit
Indicator. The Edit Indicatordialog opens and displays the values currently
used by the Moving Average Crossover.
2. Change Period 1 to 14 and Period 2 to 30.
3. Click Finish. The moving average lines are smoothed out to reflect the longer
periods.

To remove a chart indicator
1. Right-click in an empty section of the Volume sub-chart. The chart menu
displays.
2. Select the menu path Edit Chart > Delete Indicator. Because the Volume
indicator was the only indicator in this sub-chart, the sub-chart is removed.
If there are other indicators, the Delete Indicator dialog box opens and lists all
indicators in the sub-chart. To delete one indicator, click the indicator, then click OK.

Alerts
The system can be configured to advise you when a specified price or volume
threshold has been reached, or when an announcement is released which relates to
a specific security or which contains keywords. When these alerts are triggered, you
will be notified by a system message, email or an SMS message. Alerts that have not
been triggered within 28 days are automatically disabled.
In this exercise you will set a news alert that will notify you via email.

To set a News Alert on a security
1. Select the menu path Analytics > Alerts. The Alert command displays.
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2. Click Add. The Add New Alert dialog box opens.
3. In the Alert Type list, click NewsReports.
4. In the Alert Subtype list, click Code.
5. Click Next. A second Add New Alert dialog box opens.
6. In the Code box, type BHP.
7. Click Next.
8. Click the E-mail/SMS bullet.
Note: When choosing the E-mail option you must ensure that the alerts command has
been configured with an email address to send the alert messages to. For more
information, see To configure your e-mail address.
9. If available, click Everytime condition becomes true (MULTIPLE). This sets the
system to advise you each time a BHP announcement is released.
10. Click Finish.

The top section of the Alerts command displays an active NewsReports-Code
alert for BHP with multiple notifications by email. Note that if you did not select
Everytime condition becomes true (MULTIPLE), the alert will trigger once.

To configure your email address
1. In the Alerts command, click Configure. The Configure Email Details dialog box
opens.
2. In the Email Addressbox, type the email address you want the notification sent to.
3. Click the Default bullet in the Subject area.
4. Click OK.
Note: Configuring your email address is done only once. The system retain this
information for every alert that specifies email notification.
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Price and Volume Alerts
Price alerts can be generated to trigger on the following:


when the last price traded for a specified security is greater than/equal to or
less than/equal to the alert criteria



when the cumulative volume traded for a given security, for the current day,
is equal to or greater than a specified value.

To set a price alert
1. In the Alerts command, click Add. The Add New Alert dialog box opens.
2. In the Alert Type list, select Price.
3. In the Alert Subtype list, select LastPrice.
4. Click Next.
5. In the Security Code box, type BHP.
6. In the Last Price list, select <= (less than or equal to), then type 850 in the
price box.
7. Click Next.
8. Select the Only ONCE, then disable bullet to advise you when the BHP
share price reaches $8.50 or less.
9. Select the E-mail/SMS bullet.
10. Click Finish.
The top section of the Alerts command displays:


an active NewsReports-Code alert set on BHP for multiple notifications by
email



an active Price-LastPrice alert with a less than or equal to condition and a
value of 850 on BHP for once only notification.

Note: Alerts can be modified, deleted, and disabled. Highlight the alert you want
to modify and select the required task from the buttons at the top of the Alerts
command.
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Viewing Triggered Alert Messages
View the messages triggered for an alert
View the messages triggered for an alert by doing one of the following:



From the Alerts command
1. Open the Alerts command.
2. Click on an alert in the top section of the Alerts command.
3. The lower section of the Alert updates with the triggered messages that correspond
to the selected alert.

From the application menu bar
1. Double-click in the Application status box on the application menu bar. The
System Messages dialog box opens.
2. Click the Alerts tab. Alert messages are listed.
3. Click OK to close the Messages dialog box.

Portfolio
This version of Portfolio may not be available for all logins.
The Portfolio command provides a live valuation on a list of securities based on their
current market value, the purchase price and the number of shares held. It also
calculates the performance of the portfolio over recent periods. To complete the
picture, financial data such as yearly dividends, price earnings ratios and yield
information are displayed for the individual securities.

To open the Portfolio command
Select the menu path Analytics > Portfolio. An empty portfolio displays in a
new window.



The Portfolio command consists of the following sections:
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Summary: consolidated data for the complete holdings of the portfolios
displayed.



Portfolios: a list of portfolios by name and type (user specified, or
administrator designated). This section can be hidden.



Securities: details of each security in the portfolio.

To create a portfolio
1. Click Portfolio Editor. The Portfolio Editor dialog box opens.

2. Click New. The New Portfolio dialog box opens.
3. Type MYPORTFOLIO as the name of your portfolio, then click OK.
4. Click Add. The Add Security dialog box opens.
5. In the Security box, type AMP.
6. In the Volume box, type 300. This represents a holding of 300 AMP shares.
7. In the Price box, type 2015. This is the cost of the holding in dollars.
Volume * purchase price = 300*20.15.
Note: You have the option of including brokerage and other fees in this
figure.
8. Click OK. The bottom section of the Portfolio Editor window updates with
the details of the AMP holding.
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9. Repeat Steps 4 - 8 using the following information.
CODE
WOW

VOLUME

VALUE

200

1180

ANZ

1000

14700

BHP

500

5500

The bottom section of the Portfolio Editor dialog box lists these details of your
portfolio.
10. In the Cash ($) box, type 0. This means the portfolio has no cash
component.
Note: You can include any additional cash component of the portfolio in
this box, but in this exercise we are setting up a portfolio which has no
cash component.
11. Click Close. A message prompts you to confirm the save.
12. Click Yes to save your portfolio (it is automatically saved as a watchlist as
well as a portfolio). Your newly created portfolio is listed in the Portfolios
section of the Portfolio command and has the type User.
13. In the Portfolios section, click on MYPORTFOLIO. The Securities section
displays the details of your portfolio, and the Summary section displays
summary values.
You have created a portfolio. The next step in the tutorial teaches you how to
retrieve, delete and modify it.

Sort the Portfolio
This version of Portfolio may not be available for all logins.
You can customise the arrangement of your portfolios in two ways:


change the order of the columns in the securities section



change the order of the securities list by sorting it into ascending or
descending order for a specified column.
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Customise the column arrangement of MYPORTFOLIO
1. In the Securities section of the Portfolio command, click the Last heading.
2. Drag and drop the column next to the Code heading. The Last column is
now next to the Code column.

Sort MYPORTFOLIO by a column
1. In the Securities section, click the Current Vol heading. A downward
pointing arrow (signifying a sort from largest to smallest) displays and the
Securities section rearranges so that ANZ is the top line (because it has the
largest holding).
2. Click again on the Current Volheading. The arrow points up, and WOW is
now on the top line because this is the smallest holding.
MYPORTFOLIO should look as follows.
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Retrieve the Portfolio
This version of Portfolio may not be available for all logins.
Once you have saved a portfolio it can be retrieved at any time during the current or
future use of the application. Try this now with the portfolio you have created in this
tutorial.
Firstly clear the portfolio you currently have displayed:

To clear a portfolio from the Securities section
Click



in the Portfolios section of the Portfolio command.

To open a saved portfolio
Click MYPORTFOLIO in the Portfolios section. The Securities section
displays details of the selected portfolio.



Note: If the Securities section displays details of another portfolio, the new
details are added to the list.
If you select the Consolidate option in the Settings list, the details of the separate
portfolios are combined.

Remove a Code from the Portfolio
This version of Portfolio may not be available for all logins.
In this exercise you will remove AMP from MyPortfolio.

To remove a code from a portfolio
2. Click Portfolio Editor. The Portfolio Editor dialog box opens.
3. In the Portfolio box, select MYPORTFOLIO. Details of the portfolio display
in the bottom section of the dialog box.
4. In the bottom section of the Portfolio Editor, click AMP.
5. Click Delete. The AMP details are deleted.
6. Click Close. A message prompts you to confirm the save.
7. Click Yes to save the changes to MYPORTFOLIO.
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Deleting a Portfolio
This version of Portfolio may not be available for all logins.
In this exercise you will delete the MyPortfolio portfolio that you created in this
tutorial.

To delete a portfolio
1. In the Portfolios section, right-click on MYPORTFOLIO and select
Remove. A message prompts you to confirm the delete.
2. Click Yes. The portfolio is deleted.

This concludes the Advanced Tutorial
You have now completed an overview of the functionality of this product. Topic help
is available for more detailed information about the areas to which you have been
introduced.
Before closing you should consider the four methods used in the tutorial for
accessing information. These methods represent the key to smooth and efficient
navigation through the product, and if you can master these you are more than half
way to finding the information you require.
The four methods of navigation:


The Menus located on the menu bar across the top of the application.



The right-click from within any frame while displaying security based information.
This displays a pop-up menu of the functions available.



Click the corner drop-down arrow
icon in any frame. A drop-down menu of
functions displays. Selecting a function from this menu will cause that function to
load within the same frame.



Drag and Drop a security code from one command to another.

See the Trading Tour for an introduction to the trading component.
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Part 4

[Trading tour]
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This concludes the Advanced Tutorial

Trading Tour
Trading in equities, options, and futures is simple using this product. You can create,
monitor and modify your transactions in response to real time market forces.
This topic is an overview of trading. For detailed information about each subject,
click the hyperlinks or go to Topic Help. Click on the video link
demonstration.

to view a

Placing an order
To place an order to buy a stock, right-click on the security code from the Watchlist
or Depth command and select Create Buy Order. Enter the order details in the
Create Buy Order dialog box and when you are satisfied with the order, click Buy.
The order is sent to the market. The same process is used to place a sell order.
View ordering here
Note: Before you can trade you must have an account. Your service provider supplies
trading accounts.

Monitoring, amending and deleting orders
You can view the progress of your orders in the Order Status command. Order
Status displays the day’s transactions in each of your trading accounts. The details
of an order update as it progresses though the market phases. Orders can also be
easily amended or deleted. In the Order Status command, highlight the order you
want to change and right-click. Select Amend Order from the pop-up menu, and
complete the Amend Order dialog box. Deleting an order is even easier.
View amending and deleting here

Creating and using custom trade keys
You can configure your own trade keys, which are shortcut keys for executing
frequently repeated orders. An order is created whenever you press a specific key or
combination of keys.
View custom trade key configuration and operation here
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Creating and editing contingent orders
You can create a contingent order by entering details of the order together with
criteria that specify when it will be placed on the market. Contingent orders can be
edited while they are waiting to trade.
View contingent orders here

Configuring the workspace
You can configure the appearance of your workspace by selecting options on the
User menu. Options you can select include your preferred workspace layout, font
and font size. You can save a default layout which opens whenever you start the
application.
View configuring the workspace here

Order Status and Holdings
Order Status is a reporting function that details the current status of transactions for
each open order. It also displays current holdings and the cash position for each
trading account.
If you have the functionality to view price data as decimals or fractions, you can
change the display of price columns. This functionality is available only for some
users. For more information, see Price Format.
For a complete list of field definitions, see Field Definitions - Order Status.

Command Layout
The Order Status command comprises two display tabs:


Order Status - Displays information about the current state of an order and the
result of actions on that order.



Cash/Holdings - Displays information of your cash position, which is then uploaded
into the IOS portfolio.

To open the Order Status command
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1. Select the menu path Order > Order Status.
2. Select the orders you want to view by doing one of the following:

View orders for an account
Note: The Account list may not be available if you only have access to one
account. In this case, all orders for the account display automatically.
In the Account list, select an account. Select ALL ACCOUNTS to view orders for all
accounts. You can use the Account Navigator to locate an account. If the Portfolio
command is displayed, it updates to display holdings for the account selected.



View orders for an advisor
If you have advisor set access, you can view orders for the accounts in the advisor
sets.
{

Advisors
An advisor assists retail brokers in managing retails orders. Advisors can be assigned
to one or more accounts as the primary contact (retail advisor) for those accounts.
Advisors are grouped into advisor sets, and the advisor sets are assigned to users to
give those users access to all the accounts for all the members of the advisor set.
Any user can be given access to an advisor set. Having access to an advisor set
gives the user access to all accounts assigned to all advisors in the advisor set. This
enables a user to view, create and trade orders for any account in the set.
}
1. In the Advisor Set list, select an advisor set. The Account field is renamed
Advisor.
2. In the Advisor list, select an advisor. Select <All Advisors> to view orders for all
advisors.
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To view cash position and holdings
The cash summary is only available by account. You cannot view cash and holdings
for an advisor set.
1. Open the Order Status command.
2. Activate the Cash/Holdings tab.
3. If required, in the Account list, select an account. The Cash Position section
displays the net cash position for the selected account and the Holdings sections
displays a list of all holdings in the portfolio with details of the current days trading.

4. Click Show Cash Details to view the cash position for the selected account.
Additional cash information displays in the Cash position section. The button changes
to Hide Cash Details.
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Note: The information displayed in the Order Status command can be customised to
meet your needs. For further information, see Column Formatting.

Field Definitions: Order Status & Holdings
The Order Status and Holdings command displays detailed information about the
current status of transactions for each open order. It also displays current holdings
and the cash position for each trading account. For more information, see Order
Status.

Order Status Tab
Field

Definition

AccCode

The code of the account to which the order has been
allocated.

AccName

The name of the account to which the order has been
allocated.

MktAttrDescription Market Attributes Description. The price type and order type
assigned when the order was created.
BS

Buy or Sell.

CliOrdType

The order type value assigned to the order. Order types are
assigned as a way of linking or separating multiple client
orders for the same security. your order type is determined
by your administrator.

AvPriceTod

Average price of shares traded for the order.

DoneVol

Volume traded for the order.
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Exchange

Exchange on which the instrument is traded.

OrdExDate

The date on which the order will expire and be removed from
the market if it has not been fully traded.

OrdExTime

Time at which the order will be removed from the market if it
has not fully traded. This value works in conjunction with the
Expiry Date value.

ExtID

Text box for a custom reference code.

LastSentPrc

The price of the last sent market action, e.g. the price of an
order or of a failed amendment to a market order.

LastSentVol

The volume of the last sent market action, e.g. the volume of
an order or of a failed amendment to a market order.

MktStatDescription Describes the value displayed in the MktStatus field. For
example, if AUTHORISING is the MktStatus field value, the
Market Status Description will display the reason the
order has been diverted for authorisation.
MktPrc

Price at which the order is in the market.

MktStat

Message relaying the status of the order, as follows:
Amending Order is in the process of being amended.
Authorising Order is waiting for authorisation by a
designated supervisor.
Deleting
Order is in the process of being deleted.
Done
The order has either been deleted or
transacted.
Failed
Confirmation from the market that the last
action failed.
OK
Confirmation that the order has reached the
market.
Ticking
Order is in the process of being ticked up or
down a single price step.

MktVol

Volume which is in the market.

OrdNo

Unique number allocated to the order.

OrdNoHigh

Unique order number assigned to the order by the exchange
it is sent to trade on. Not all exchanges assign an OrdNo
High number to orders. When this value is present it can be
used in conjunction with the OrdNo Low value to uniquely
identify an order.

OrdNoLow

Unique order number assigned to the order by the exchange
it is sent to trade on.
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RealProfit

Actual gain/loss after completion of transaction.

Security

Exchange code of the security.

SeqNo

Unique number specifying the market order.

UpdDate

Date the order was created or last updated.

UpdTime

Time the order was created or last updated.

Visible Volume

Volume of an iceberg order disclosed to the market. For more
information, see Iceberg Orders.

Cash/Holdings Tab
Cash Position Section

Field

Definition

Cash Balance

Bank balance. The cash available to the
portfolio for purchasing shares.

Closing Buys

Total value of orders buying back option
written positions.

Collateral Cash

Total market value of lodged stock which can
be used for option trading.
[Lodged Volume * smart last {The median
between the Bid, Ask and Last price. } *
percentage]
The default percentage is 70%, but may be
changed by the site administrator.

In Market Buys

The total value of buy orders currently in the
market. These are buy orders created under
the accounts assigned to the portfolio.

LoanLimit

The tradable equity available in the portfolio
for placing buy orders in the market. This field
automatically updates as the other Cash
Position values change.
[Cash Balance + Unsettled Sales Unsettled Purchases - In Market Buys SLB Margin - (option margin not covered by
collateral cash)]

Net Cash
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The tradable equity available in the portfolio
for placing buy orders in the market. This field
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Position values change.
[Cash Balance + Unsettled Sales Unsettled Purchases - In Market Buys SLB Margin - (option margin not covered by
collateral cash)]
Option Net Cash

Option net cash. The total cash that can be
used to buy options.
[Cash Balance + Option Unsettled Sales Yesterday Sales - Unsettled Purchases In Market Buys - SLB Margin - (option
margin not covered by collateral cash)]

Option Margin
Used

The total cash that is tied up in the margin for
written options.
[premium margin + risk margin]
Premium margin is the value of the open
position using smart last. Risk margin is the
potential change in the price of the option
contract using theoretical option pricing and
the Australian Clearing House (ACH) margin
interval.

OptMgnCashAvail Option margining cash. The total cash that
can be used to write options.
[Cash + Option Unsettled Sales Yesterday Sales - Unsettled Purchases In Market Buys - (option margin not
covered by collateral cash) + (lowest of
Closing Buys and cash margin ] {zero or
option margin not covered by collateral cash}
Option Unsettled Options sales traded today.
Sales
SLBMgn%

The rate used to calculate the Stock Lending
and Borrowing (SLB) margin value.

SLBMgn

The calculated margin value of trades
transacted as SLB.

SLBVal

The value of all trades transacted as SLB.

Unsettled
Purchases

The total value of unsettled buy orders.
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Unsettled Sales

The total value of unsettled sell orders.

Yesterday Sales

Equity sales that traded on the previous
business day.

Holdings Section

Field

Definition

AbsLimit

Maximum gross volume (volume bought plus
volume sold) that can be traded before orders
are diverted for authorisation.

AbsVolToday

Gross volume traded on the current day. This
value is reset to zero at the end of each day.

CollVol

Total number of shares used for specific stock
cover. This is not used for general stock cover.

AvgPrcTod

The average price of the volume traded today.

AvailVolume

Volume available at the current time.

Exchange

Exchange on which the instrument is traded.

LodgedVolume Total number of shares lodged in the Australian
Clearing House (ACH). This indicates how many
shares are available for use as collateral cover.
Managed
Available

Managed shares that are available for immediate
sale.
[Sponsored + Nomineed - sell orders in the
market]

NetLimit

Maximum net volume that can be traded before
orders are diverted for authorisation.

NetVolToday

Net volume (volume bought minus volume sold)
traded on the current day.

Nomineed

Shares held in the broker nominee company's
name for a client.

Pledged
Takeover

Shares that have been promised as part of a
forthcoming takeover offer.

Security

Exchange code of the security.

SLBVol

The volume attributed to SLB trades.

Sponsored

Shares held by the broker in a client's name.
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SODAvgPrice

The cost of the volume at the start of the day.

Total Average
(c)

The average cost of the volume bought for the
total holding.

Total Managed Shares managed by the broker.
Total
Unmanaged

Shares not managed by the broker, e.g.
managed by another broker.

SODVol

Volume held in the portfolio at the start of the
day.
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Price Types
When creating a buy or sell order the user may have three alternatives (if configured
by the service provider) for determining the order price by selecting a price setting.
Setting
At
Market

Security
Types
New Zealand
Equities

Buy Order

Sell Order

Send the order at the
lowest sell (ask) price in
the market depth at the
time the order is created.

Send the order at the
highest buy (bid) price in
the market depth at the
time the order is created.

The order will trade
immediately.

The order will trade
immediately.

During market trading hours

During market trading hours the order will trade
immediately as it is matched with a corresponding order
on the opposite side of the market.
Outside market trading hours

Selecting 'At Market' or 'At Market+' does NOT mean
the order price will continue to automatically update as
the market price changes. Once an order is generated
the price can only be changed manually. Therefore, if
an order is generated outside market trading times, it
cannot be guaranteed that the order will trade when the
market resumes trading. It is always possible that the
market depth may be further moved by other traders
such that the order is no longer at the market price
when trading resumes.
Trade volumes

An 'At Market' order will only trade a volume that is
equal to or less than that which is on the opposite side
of the market and at the same price level as itself.
For example: if the 'At Market' order has a volume
greater than the corresponding order on the opposite
side of the market, it will only partially trade. The order
price must be modified for it to trade at the next price
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level.
At
Market+

Dependent
on server
settings

This option is only
available when enabled on
the server.

This option is only
available when enabled on
the server.

Send the order with a
price that is a
predetermined number of
price steps above the
lowest sell (ask) price.

Send the order with a
price that is a
predetermined number of
price steps below the
highest buy (bid) price.

The number of price steps
is defined on the server.

The number of price steps
is defined on the server.

Note: At Market+
orders cannot be
modified or deleted.

At
Specified

New Zealand
equities

Send the order at the
price specified in the
Price(c) box. This price
defaults to the last price in
the market at the time the
order is placed, but may
be changed. The price
specified is the maximum
price for buys. The order
trades at the best price
available.

Send the order at the
price specified in the
Price(c) box. This price
defaults to the last price in
the market at the time the
order is placed, but may
be changed. The price
specified is the minimum
price for sells. The order
trades at the best price
available.

Best

Australian
equities,
options and
warrants

Send the order at the
highest buy (bid) price in
the market depth at the
time the order is created.

Send the order at the
highest sell (ask) price in
the market depth at the
time the order is created.

The order will be placed in
the queue.

The order will be placed in
the queue.

See At Specified.

See At Specified.

Send the order at the
price specified in the
Price(c) box. This price

Send the order at the
price specified in the
Price(c) box. This price

Limit

Limit or
Better
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Market

Australian
equities,
options and
warrants

defaults to the last price in
the market at the time the
order is placed, but may
be changed. The price
specified is the maximum
price for buys. The order
trades at the best price
available.

defaults to the last price in
the market at the time the
order is placed, but may
be changed. The price
specified is the minimum
price for sells. The order
trades at the best price
available.

Send the order to trade at
any price, starting from
the lowest sell (ask) price
in the market, until the
volume is fully traded or
the remaining volume is
cancelled.

Send the order to trade at
any price, starting from
the lowest buy (bid) price
in the market, until the
volume is fully traded or
the remaining volume is
cancelled.

Availability

Settings in the user profile
determine if the Market
price type is available, and
if a warning message will
display if the order will
move the market price by
x price steps or x percent.
All orders created with the
Market price type are
also checked against the
estimated end price to
ensure operator limits set
in the user's profile are
not breached (i.e. limits
for valid price steps and
percent from bid, ask and
last).
Depth

Orders created with the
Market price type do not
display in Depth. They are
either filled or killed
instantly.
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Market
to Limit

Australian
equities,
options and
warrants

You cannot create orders
with the Market price
type during the pre-open
and auction trading
phases.
See At Market.

See At Market.

Order Types
When creating and modifying orders there are several order type settings to chose
from for determining the behaviour of an order. The order types available when
creating futures orders differ from those available for equity orders.
Different order types display depending on the type of security (e.g. equity or
future) and your trading permissions.

Order Types
Note:If you have trading access to International markets, contact your broker for
information about valid order types.

Equities and Options Attributes

All Or None

The order will trade only if the full volume at the specified price is
available. There will not be a partial fill.

Date

The order will expire on a particular date.

Default
Lifetime

This is the default setting. The order will remain in the market for 9
weeks or until the date specified, unless it trades in full during this
time. Custom expiry dates cannot exceed the ASX 9 week order
limit.
If the order falls too far outside the market range, it be removed
from the market at the end of the day.

End Of Day

The order will remain in the market until the end of the day. This is
the default setting for options orders.

Fill And Kill

The order will trade immediately at the specified price. Any
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remaining volume of the order which was not filled will be
withdrawn (killed). If no order exists on the opposite side of the
market when the order is created, the order will fail.
Fill Or Kill

The order is withdrawn (killed) if the total order volume cannot be
traded immediately.

Good For
Day

The order remains in the market only for the day it is lodged.

Good Till
Cancel

The order will remain in the marked for the maximum amount of
time allowed for the security type.

SFE Attributes

Good Till
Cancelled

Order does not have an expiry date and will remain in the market
until fully traded or specifically cancelled.

Market
Limit Order

Order will trade at the price specified. The bid price may be over
the current sell price, and sell price may be under the current bid
price. This is the opposite of the Limit order. The balance of the
order will be at a trade price.
Market Limit Orders are not applicable for Inter-Commodity spreads
(e.g. YTU3IRZ3).

Limit Order

If the bid order is placed above the current sell price it will fail. If a
sell order is placed below current buy price, it will fail.

Fill Or Kill

The order will be active for 20 seconds. Any untraded volume at the
end of this time will be killed.

Timed
Order

Enables the Expiry Date and Expiry Time fields so that an order
can have a fixed expiry time.

Iceberg Orders
Note: The ASX intends to enable iceberg order functionality for equity, warrant and
interest rate securities in the future. This application fully supports iceberg orders, and
the relevant functionality will be available when iceberg orders are enabled on the
exchange, assuming no additional changes are made to the API by the ASX.
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Iceberg orders are a concept used by the ASX for placing orders with only a portion
of the volume disclosed. When the disclosed volume of an iceberg order is filled, this
volume is automatically renewed and the order is positioned behind orders at the
same price level. The disclosed volume displays as visible volume whilst the
undisclosed volume displays as market order volume. The minimum required visible
volume depends on the security.
See Also

Delete Orders
Once an order has been generated it may be deleted at any time prior to trading.

Delete a single order
1. Open the Order Status command and display the account containing the order that is
to be deleted.
2. Right-click the order that is to be deleted.
3. Click Delete Order. The order is removed from the screen and the market.

Delete multiple orders
1. Open the Order Status command and display the account containing the order that is
to be deleted.
2. Select the orders to be deleted by doing one of the following:

Select an ad-hoc list of orders
Press Ctrl, then click each order that is to be deleted. As you click an order it is
highlighted. (To deselect an order, click it a second time while pressing Ctrl.)



Select a block of orders
1. Click the order at the top of the block that is to be selected.
2. Press Shift, then click the order at the bottom of the block that is to be selected. All
orders between the two selected, and including the two selected, are highlighted.
3. Right-click one of the highlighted orders to display the pop-up menu.
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4. Click Delete Selected Orders. The selected orders are removed from the screen
and the market.

Delete all orders
1. Open the Order Status command and display the account for which all orders are to
be deleted.
2. Right-click any order in the Order Status command, then select Delete All Orders.
A confirmation message displays.
Note: The Delete All Orders option is available on the pop-up menu only if no
orders are selected/highlighted.
3. Click Yes. All orders are removed from the screen and the market.

See Also

Custom Keys
You can create keyboard shortcuts by assigning custom keys to:


commands



trading functions



Next Window and Previous Window. Assigning keys to these tasks allows you to
move the cursor to the next or previous window in your workspace without using the
mouse. The title bar of the selected window displays in a lighter colour.

You can also specify the window where each command will open. Locations are
defined by your workspace configuration. For example, if your workspace has three
frames, you can choose from three locations.
Custom keys that open pricing related commands (e.g. Quote, Depth, Portfolio,
Course of Sales) are context sensitive. If a security is selected, pressing the custom
key opens the assigned command and requests the selected security.
Custom keys are not the same as custom trade keys. Custom Trade Keys

Rules for creating custom keys
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Custom keys include function keys, e.g. F2, and combinations of keys, e.g. Alt+X or
Ctrl+W.
The use of the Shift key is restricted. You cannot use Shift with one alphanumeric
key because these combinations produce displayable characters. However, you can
use Shift with another control or function key to produce a valid custom key, e.g.
Ctrl+Shift+Z, or Shift+F2.
Note: When you assign a custom key, it overrides any other function assigned to the
same key in the application.
Custom keys work only when the application is active. If a custom key does not work,
check the Application Status box inside the browser at the top of the application. The
words in the Application Status box must be green. Menu Bar Configuration

Open the custom keys command
Choose User > Custom Keys.



Create a custom key
Tip: Use these steps to modify the keys assigned to a command.

1. Open the Custom Keys command.
2. Open the Edit Custom Key dialog box by doing one of the following:
3. Click the command name, then click Edit.
4. Double-click any field for the required command.
5. Right-click the command name, then select Edit.

The Edit Custom Key dialog box opens and the cursor is in the Key box.
3. Press the keys on the keyboard that will activate the command, e.g. F2 or Alt+D.
Text describing the keys you pressed displays in the Key box.
4. In the Frame list, select the window you want the command to open in. Set
Default Location
5. Click OK.
Note: If you have already assigned the selected keys, an error message displays
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and you must select different keys.

Delete a custom key
1. Open the Custom Keys command.
2. Delete a custom key by doing one of the following:
3. Click a command and click Clear.
4. Right-click a command and select Clear.

Print a list of custom keys
1. Open the Custom Keys command.
2. Click Print. The Print dialog box opens.
3. Click OK.

See Also

Contingent Orders Overview
Contingent orders are market orders that are automatically generated when
specified market conditions are met.
For example: a contingent order can be created to generate a BHP Buy order at
$20.00 for 500 shares if/when BHP trades at $19.50.
Contingent orders are removed as soon as they are triggered or deleted.
Alert messages can display for untraded contingent orders. Untraded contingent
orders are contingent orders that have triggered, but the resulting order has not
traded in a specified amount of time. This functionality may not be available to all
users.
Types of contingent orders

As well as individual contingent orders, you can create a number of combinations of
contingent orders:
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One Cancels Other

Contingent Orders Overview

A One Cancels Other (OCO) order is comprised of two contingent orders with
different trigger conditions. When one contingent order triggers, the other
contingent order is automatically deleted.


If Done

If Done contingent orders are placed as part of a market order and depend on the
market order trading. Typically, this is used to cover the position taken with the
original order. When the market order trades, the contingent order becomes active.
When used with an OCO order, two orders can be placed: a profit taking order and
a stop-loss order. Whichever one triggers first then cancels the other order.
You initiate an If Done contingent order from the Create Order dialog box;
otherwise, the procedure for creating an If Done contingent order is similar to the
procedure for creating a regular contingent order.
The following conditions apply to If Done contingent orders:


You cannot change the account or security of the contingent order.



The volume of the contingent order is zero (0) until the market order trades, at
which point the traded volume becomes the contingent order volume. The volume
updates as the market order continues to trade.



If the untraded market order is deleted, the If Done contingent order is also deleted.



When the If Done contingent order triggers, the unfilled market order is deleted.



Trailing Stop Loss

Unlike a regular contingent order, the trigger price of a trailing stop loss contingent
order changes as the market moves away from the current last price. This can be
used to minimise loss and maximise gain.
For sell contingent orders, the contingent order's trigger price is set at an amount
below the current last price, then recalculated upwards as the market price
increases. As the security price falls towards the calculated trigger price, the trigger
price does not change. The contingent order triggers when the market price reaches
or falls below the calculated trigger price.
For buy contingent orders, the contingent order's price is set at an amount above
the current last price, then recalculated downwards as the market price decreases.
As the security price rises towards the calculated trigger price, the trigger price does
not change. The contingent order triggers when the market price reaches or rises
above the calculated trigger price.
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See Also

Contingent Orders
Contingent Orders functionality may not be available on all logins.
For general information about contingent orders, see Contingent Orders Overview.
In the Contingent Orders command, you can configure criteria that will automatically
generate market orders when specified market conditions are met.
For example: a contingent order can be created to generate a BHP Buy order at
$20.00 for 500 shares if/when BHP trades at $19.50.
Contingent orders are removed as soon as they are triggered or deleted.
Alert messages can display for untraded contingent orders. Untraded contingent
orders are contingent orders that have triggered, but the resulting order has not
traded in a specified amount of time. This functionality may not be available to all
users.
Note: Review your position in the Order Status command as soon as the
contingent order triggers. You can configure an alert message to display when
your contingent order has triggered. To review your latest position, see Order
Status. To configure an alert, see step four in Configure Contingent Orders.

The Contingent Orders command is composed of two sections:


Contingent orders (top) - All active contingent orders for the selected account.



Linked contingent orders (bottom) - Contingent orders linked to the order
selected in the top section of the command. This section is only available when One
Cancels Other (OCO) contingent orders are enabled for your login.

Open the Contingent Orders command


Open the Contingent Orders command by doing one of the following:

From the application menu bar
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Choose Orders > Contingent Orders.

Contingent Orders

From a command
1. Open one of the following commands:
o Order Status
o Trading Room
o Portfolio.
2. Right-click a security, then select Contingent Orders.
Tips:


Right-click an order in Order Status to display the Security and Done
Volume in the Contingent Order dialog box. The contingent order
will be for the opposite side of the market.



Right-click a holding in Portfolio to display the Security and Available
Volume in the Contingent Order dialog box. If triggered, the
contingent order will close out the position.

See Also

Configure Contingent Orders
Contingent Orders functionality may not be available on all logins. Not all fields are
available for all logins.
For general information about contingent orders, including details of the different
types of contingent orders you can create, see Contingent Orders.
The following procedure describes creating or modifying contingent and trailing stop
loss orders by using the Contingent Orders command.
Note: Review your position in the Order Status command as soon as the
contingent order triggers. To review your latest position, see Order Status. To
configure an alert message on trigger, see Step four: specify order price, lifetime
attributes and alerts.

Configure a contingent order
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Configure Contingent Orders

Step one: open the Create/Edit Contingent Order dialog box

Create a new contingent order
1. Open the Contingent Orders command.
2. If you have more than one account, in the Account code list, select the account in
which you want to configure a contingent order. You can choose to view < All
Accounts >. After you select an account, the Contingent Orders command updates
to list all contingent orders for the selected account.
3. Create a new contingent order by doing one of the following:
4. Click + Add.
5. Right-click a contingent order, then select + Add.
6. Click + Add Trailing.

Create a new contingent order for a specific security


In any price-based command, e.g. Quote or Depth, right-click, then select Create
Contingent Order. The Create Contingent Order dialog box opens with the
selected security code in the Security code box.
Note: If you have not already opened the Order Status or Trading Room
command and selected an account, the Account Navigator dialog box opens.
Tick the Show All Accounts checkbox, select an account and click OK.

Modify an existing contingent order
1. Open the Contingent Orders command.
2. If you have more than one account, in the Account code list, select the account in
which you want to configure a contingent order. You can choose to view < All
Accounts >. After you select an account, the Contingent Orders command updates
to list all contingent orders for the selected account.
3. Select the contingent order you want to modify by doing one of the following:
4. Double-click the order.
5. Select the order, then click Edit.
6. Right-click the order, then click Edit.
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Step two: configure the contingency criteria

Configure the options for a contingent order
1. In the Security code box, type a security code using the format code.exchange,
e.g. AOH1.SFD, BHP.ASX, CAH.NZ.
2. In the Last list, select the price trigger.
3. In the Less list, select Greater or Less to specify whether an increase or decrease
in price will trigger the trade.
4. In the Trigger Price box, type the price that will trigger the contingent order.
5. Tick the Limit contingency time checkbox to limit the period that the contingent
order is active. If this checkbox is unticked, the contingent order is active all the
time.
6. In the Start Time box, type the time the contingent order becomes active. The
contingent order will not trigger before this time.
7. In the End Time box, type the time the contingent order becomes inactive. The
contingent order will not trigger after this time.

Configure the options for a trailing stop loss contingent order
1. In the Security code box, type a security code using the format code.exchange,
e.g. AOH1.SFD, BHP.ASX, CAH.NZ.
2. In the Increases list, select whether an increase or decrease in price will trigger the
trade.
3. In the by box, type the price that will trigger the contingent order.
4. In the Points list, select the type of the trigger value.
5. In the Start Time box, type the time the contingent order becomes active. The
contingent order will not trigger before this time.
6. In the End Time box, type the time the contingent order becomes inactive. The
contingent order will not trigger after this time.
Note: Set Bid/Ask triggers to trigger only between 10.10 am and 4.00 pm to
avoid a trigger during the Auction Phase. For more information, see Exchange
Phases in the Online Database book.
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Step three: configure the action details

Configure the action details for a contingent order
1. In the order type list in the Action section, select the type of order (buy, sell or
short sell). The short sell option is not available for all users.
2. In the Volume box, type the volume to be traded. You cannot save an order without
a volume.
3. In the Security code box, type a security code in the format code.exchange, e.g.
ANZ.ASX, AOSPOT.SFD, FAP.NZ.
4. In the Order price box, type the price.
5. In the Advisor Set list, select the advisor for the account the order is to be created
in.
6. In the Account code list, select the account the order is to be created in.
7. In the External ID box, type an external identification .
8. Create an OCO contingent order by doing the following:
1. Tick the Create OCO Order checkbox.
2. Click Next.
3. Repeat steps two and three of the configure a contingent order process.
Note: OCO contingent orders are only available when enabled on the server.

Configure the action details for a trailing stop loss contingent order
1. In the order type list in the Action section, select the type of order (buy, sell or
short sell). The short sell option is not available for all users.
2. In the Volume box, type the volume to be traded. You cannot save an order without
a volume.
3. In the Security code box, type a security code in the format code.exchange, e.g.
ANZ.ASX, AOSPOT.SFD, FAP.NZ.
4. In the Advisor Set list, select the advisor for the account the order is to be created
in.
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5. In the Account code list, select the account the order is to be created in.
6. In the External ID box, type an external identification .
7. Create an OCO contingent order by doing the following:

1. Tick the Create OCO Order checkbox.
2. Click Next.
3. Repeat steps two and three of the configure a contingent order process.
Step four: specify order price, lifetime attributes and alerts
Tip: You may need to click Advanced to display these options.

1. In the Price type list in the Advanced section, select the order price. Price
Types
2. In the Order type list, select the lifetime for the order. Order Types
3. If an expiry date for the order is required, tick the Enable checkbox, then
select a date in the Expiry Date box.
4. In the Expiry Time box, set the time the order is to expire. This field is only
available if you selected Timed Order in the Order Type list.
5. Tick the Email an alert checkbox to create an alert.
6. In the Email address box, type the email address you want the alert sent to.
7. In the Subject section:
8. Select Default to set the subject of the email to be the default subject.
9. Select Custom, then type a subject.
8. In the Alert Upon section:
9. Tick the Trigger checkbox to send an alert when the order triggers and is
sent to market.
10. Tick the Partial Trade checkbox to send an alert when the order partially
trades.
11. Tick the Full Trade checkbox to send an alert when the order fully trades.
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9. Click OK. A Confirm Order dialog box displays detailing all the trade criteria.
Step five: finalise the order


Finalise the order by doing one of the following:



Click Yes to confirm the trade and send it to the market.



Click No to return to the Create Contingent Order dialog box and modify
the order details.

Details of the contingent order display in the Contingent Orders command.
Tip: If the order does not display in the Contingent Orders command, the
account the order was created in may not be selected. If this is the case, select
the correct account in the Account code list.

See Also
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